Schindler/Westinghouse

Signal Equipment/Type "A"

SURVIVOR® REPLACEMENTS
FOR WESTINGHOUSE HALL STATIONS

W457A2

Two replacements for Westinghouse Type “A” hall stations include all the parts you need in
one convenient unit. Includes two (2) 8-32x1" oval-head Phillips mounting screws.
Now you no longer need to buy and replace Westinghouse plastic back-up plates. Our complete replacement assemblies give you Survivor reliability in a fully-compatible unit.
An added advantage of having our Survivor pushbutton assemblies in your hall stations is that
they accept our LED lamps. LED’s last far longer than incandescents ...and even longer than neon.
Adams part no. W457A1. Replacement terminal hall station, stainless; complete with one Survivor pushbutton switch assembly.
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Adams part no. W457A2. Replacement intermediate hall station, stainless; complete with two
Survivor pushbutton switches.

Complete hall station replacements
feature Survivor® pushbuttons
3 1/8"
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W465W-2

W468S1
“

HIGH-HAT” BUTTONS

LOCK WITH CAM
Lock with cam is used to latch service
cabinets and for other locking applications
inside the COP.
Cam dimensions are 15/8"L x 3/4"W.

These 5/8"-tall buttons (11/8" dia.) are found in
many older Westinghouse elevators. Replace
Westinghouse part nos. 5207D59G01 and
381D038H01.

Illinois Lock key number is F359.

W466W-char. for white button with Gortonstyle character.

Order Adams part no. W468S1. Replaces
Westinghouse part no. 569A925G01.

W465W-char. for white button with Helveticastyle character.

See more service cabinet locks in the
Adams Fixtures section of this catalog.
Key Part # F359

Lexan—Reg. TM General Electric Company
Survivor—Reg. TM Adams Elevator Equipment

NOTE: If you use a W470K1 STOP switch
in a Type E installation with toggle, you
may need to grind into the retaining bolts
to secure a proper fit.

AE102

WESTINGHOUSE TYPE “E” KEYED STOP SWITCH
ASME A17.1, 210.2(v), 1990 requires keyed
stop switches in new passenger elevators where
STOP switches are specified. Our Westinghouse
complete keyed switch meets this requirement
with great attention to detail.
Great for replacements as well: Conventional
push/pull STOP switches give vandals a chance
to leave elevators stranded, criminals time to stop
between floors to rob tenants, and passengers the
ability to interrupt elevator operation unintentionally
by leaning against the panel.
Order Adams part number W470K1.
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